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Abstract 
Early scholars of Islamic and Arabic teaching and learning had often 

established fully traditional educational activities, based on their time and 

ability. This was attributed to what they have rendered to their Ummah and 

how they secured the classical mode of Islamic, Arabic and Qur’anic 

teaching, in spite all challenges. their effort assisted in planting the art of 

Qur’anic schools and Islamic/Arabic scholarship in the whole Northern 

Nigeria prior to and after Shaykh Uthman bn Foduye’s Jihad, till today 

their endeavors is been witnessed through Tsangaya, Allo school and Zaure 

system of education by using non formal syllabus and equipment as was 

depict in the scenery and the mode of teaching and learning in 

Tsangaya/Zaure classical activities. Till today the system is functioning and 

it had led to establishing more institution of Qur’anic and Islamarabic 

learning and remains a legacy generation after generation which today 

modern Tahfiz schools were establshed. 
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BISMILLAH WA BIHI NASTA’IN WASALLALLAHU ALA 

SAYYIDINA MUHAMMADIN WA ALA ALIHI WA SAHBIHI WA 

SALLIM 

Introduction 
This paper shades light on 

Makarantun Allo/tsangaya centres of 

learning, its maintenance and upgrade, 

as a center of learning; it is a place for 

acquiring Qur’anic knowledge under a 

particular scholar, either at his home 

or a designated place called tsangaya, 

with his students around him. This, as 

an attractive system of learning is 

adopted in most of Northern States. 

The term Almajiri and Tsangaya 

would be define, 

Tsangaya/Allo school: Linguistically 

tsangaya is originally non Hausa 

vocabulary; it is Kanuri’s pronounce 

as (Sangaya) mean “people 

anticipating something good to 

come”.1 

Technically the word simply means a 

large and or an open space separated 

for Qur’anic teachers and learners to 

meet as a centre/faculty for teaching 

and learning and memorizing of 

Qur’anic text on slates. It can also be 

translated as a large place or an arena 

surrounded with steams of three. The 

traditional Qur’anic scholars prepared 

 
1 S. Iguda K/Nasarawa, Tsarin Tsangayun Al-

kur’ani, a Arewacin Nijeria, Tarihinsu da 

zamantakewarsu da hanyoyin rayuwarsu, Islamic 

Foundation Bookshop, K./mata Kano, 2006, p. 

such arena in their homes separately 

for teaching purposes. It depends on 

the capacity and ability of the owner. 

Almajiri: 

The word Almajiri in Hausa derived 

from the Arabic word al-muhajir, 

although the Hausas earlier, don’t 

know the activities and states of 

Almajiri, it is after the advent of Islam 

and its teaching they came to know 

about it through the arrival of some 

Arab Muslim scholars to the area. To 

modern scholars, the term Almajiri is 

a word derived or borrowed from the 

Arabic word Almuhajir which means 

an emigrant. Fafunwa expounds that: 

They (Almajiris) were 

considered to be muhajirun 

(Emigrants) who had left their 

homes in search of knowledge.  

Even today a pupil (the one 

undergoing training) in the 

traditional way of education is 

called almajiri in Hausa, which 

is a corrupt form of Al-

muhajir, meaning an 

emigrant.2 

2 A.B. Fafunwa,History of Education in 

Nigeria,p.48. 
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Rafindadi (2006) emphasizes such fact where he says: “The word almajiri in 

Hausa comes from the Arabic word al-Muhajirun”.3According to him 

therefore,Almuhajiris referring to people who migrated from Makkah to 

Madinah in the footsteps of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW) Qur’an as well as 

Ahadith mentioned the term Muhajirun in many instances, Allah said: 

(Allah turned with favour to the Prophet, the Muhajirs, 

and the Ansar who followed him in a time of distress ….) 

Al Taubah, Surah 9; v, 117 

 

It was later continued to be used to refer to those who travel from one place-to-

another, together with their mentor called Malam (a teacher) while learning the 

Glorious Qur'an,4and some Islamic and religious knowledge. 

Generally speaking, the word Almajiri in Hausa land refers to a learner or a 

student who humbly submitted himself to a scholar in order to learn from him. 

Thus, Almajiri Based on Hausa land applications to the word may has two 

different meanings; Almajiri can be a learner who left his place to somewhere, 

in order to meet a scholar for the purpose of learning, he migrated from his 

home town in seeking knowledge as the companions of the prophet migrated 

from Mecca to Madinah, which learning is among their objectives. On the other 

hand, the word Almajiri can be translated as a beggar or a person following door 

to door in seeking for food or any assistance that people may rendered to him.5 

The term Almajiri is a term used since in knowledge to identify a particular 

person. 

Note: BARA is situation where by a person not only Almajiri can find himself 

to seek for the assistance till he solves a particular problem that called him to 

beg. Not all Almajiris are baggers and not all baggers are Almajiris. Usually 

if a young Almajiri reach the age of puberty looks a specific source of living 

and leave Bara, The nature of Almajiri’s Bara (begging) is only for seeking food 

to survive. There are street baggers, vulnerable and some poor people whom 

illiterates and common people are addressing them Almajiris because they are 

appearing in tear dirty cloth, Almajiris were known only for seeking food, But 

 
3op.cit.(no page number,first paragraph) 
4Ibid. p. 48 
5A.N. Rafindadi,The present state of Almajirci and its Socio- Economic Implications on Society,(a 

paper presentation)katsina State Economic Summit,16th March 2006.( no page number. first 

paragraph) 
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beggars (masu bara) are seeking and asking for money. People should know the 

difference between such cartegories. 

Tsangaya/Makarantar Allo (according to Bauchi area) can be classified into: 

1. Tsangaya (Allo school) which they have two sections, those learning the 

Qur’an from below to above, and those from section of memorization 

(hadda) some scholars of this section use to be mobile sometimes, it is 

based on boarding. 

2. Allo school at home, the children attending such schools on Saturdays to 

Wednesdays at Malam’s centre or Zaure, the time of lesson there is twice 

in a day, morning and evening. Gada asserted on the Nature of such type, 

thus, 

The permanent structure of the early Makarantar Allo was known as Zaure for 

which the centre was also known as Makarantar Zaure6 

Zaure: according to some scholars is from Zawiyah, and Zawiyah is 

pronounced as Zawiyyah, means “assembly” “group” or “circle” is an Islamic 

religious school or monastery.  The term is Magribi and West African, roughly 

corresponding to the Eastern term Madrasah.7In Hausa Zaure may take the 

meaning of a lobby, 8 or a large hall that is open to the public use for people to 

meet and talk.9 It can also be translated as a main entrance, a passage that leads 

to main internal parts of a house.10 This is usually found in Hausa and Fulani 

traditional buildings in the Northern part of Nigeria, and this part of a house to 

a Hausa people is called Zauren Gida.11 

 

Methodology 

Field trip and document analysis was also employed in this research starting 

from early stage of the data collection methods. This study involves the use of 

the document instrument to achieve some of the desired objectives of this 

 
6Ibid, p.73 
7 Internet: Zawiya (Institution) Wikipedia https://en.m.wikipedia.org 

8As Hornby, Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary, 6th Edition, Oxford University Press, 2000. 

9 Ibid.(see:lobby, noun pl.-les) 

10www.wordhippo.com(internet: 25/08/2015) 

11 This is usually the term used by Hausa people in the Nothern region since old 

decades  

about:blank
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research. Emphasizes the usefulness of documents in traditional education 

research and argues that the approach should not be underutilized and that 

requires rigorous adherence to the research protocol. That is the reason why the 

researcher consults the Tsangaya proprietors and  documented works with a 

view to sensitize on tsangaya upgrade and collecting the accessible relevant data 

to identifying the problems to be solve in such traditional system of schooling. 

 

BRIEF HISTORY OF TSANGAYA SYTEM OF LEARNING 

The history of Tsangaya system of learning refer back to early days of Prophecy 

of our eloquent and Noble Messenger Muhammad (Peace be upon Him) during 

Qur’anic revelation. Since then Allah commandeth Him to teach Muslim Qur’an 

where Dar al Arqam bn Al Arqam became first centre served as (Tsangaya or 

Zawiyyah) for teaching and learning Al Qur’an. After migration (Hijrah) to 

Madina The Prophet Masjid became a centre also which is been count as a 

second Qur’anic centre in Islam and first centre at Madinah after Hijrah. Most 

of the students were adult, and it continuous like that. Many Prophet’s 

companions (Sahabah) established Qur’anic schools of their own teaching 

Qur’an free of charge, these included personalities like Sayyiduna Abdullah bn 

Mas’ud, Abu Musa Al’ Ash’ari and Abu Al Darda’ to mentioned but a few, 

which every one among them has more than 300 to 1000 students. During 

Khalifah Umar (R.A) established centre for younger students and assigned 

Sayyiduna Abu Abd’Allah Amr AlKhuza’iy as their teacher with ample salary. 

It was also established the same in Damascus whom Imam Dhahhak was 

appointed as a teacher, the centre has over 3,000 students. They use to write some 

potion of Al Qur’an on wooden slate. The system penetrated to West Africa 

through North Africa with the effort of Muslim propagators, merchants and 

festivities among others. Historical legends cant specified the exact time in 

which the Qur’anic learning activities started in the area known as Nigeria 

despite the fact that the Uqbah bn Nafi’ played a vital role in administering the 

establishing of Islamic activities in west African province12 down to today 

Nigeria through Kanem Borno empire, since the reign of Umme Jalmi by the 

role of Ibn Mani in 1086-79. Bauchi was ealier formed part of Borno thus the 

 
12 Islam in West Africa course book of University of Maiduguri Distance learning note 

book 
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knows Tsangaya as early as the establishment of the area as emirate under 

Malam Yakubu of Bauchi which continues till today. 

Many contributions rendered to Alarammas/Malams by the community 

members in the past for the cause of developing and maintaining the Qur’anic 

mode of learning which still same is required to be rendered to classical and the 

modern Qur’anic schools. 

This is to come up with possible ways of upgrading the Tsangaya/Almajiri 

system left to us as a legacy and additional modern methods of teaching is 

required in the system such as dividing it in form of syllabus and scheme, where 

a student can attain a level and grade to allow him earn a certificate, because 

these will make impact in the overall upgrading and maintenance of the 

system.13 

 

SOME REASONS WHY TSANGAYA/ALLO SCHOOLS DESERVED 

TO BE UPGRADED AND MAINTAINED (BAUCHI STATE AS A 

SAMPLE) 

The reasons why Tsangaya/Allo centres of learning need to be upgraded and 

maintained is due to their impact and immense contribution to literacy in their 

locality as well as helping government in educating citizens. Literary activities 

have taken place in such centres. Most of them aimed at maintaining the original 

form of Qur’anic teaching in a classical way using Warsh type of recitation, 

which contributed immensely to the social, economic and spiritual development 

of these societies. As time passes by, the approaches from the classical approach 

to modern are necessary therefore, the need for upgrade arise. The proprietors 

of the traditional Qur’anic centres of learning some time have no direct access 

to government as to draw any assistance, other means of funding or 

intervention, yet new people/Almajiri continue to flood the centres from 

different locations to partake in acquisition of Qur’an and Islamic knowledge. 

They took up a part of government responsibilities, which is educating the 

indigenes of the State. For this reasons and its alike, State government should 

render assistance and recognition to them by upgrading and maintaining the 

traditional Tsangaya/Allo centres of learning in the State. 

 
13  Interview with Dr. Aboki in the Department of Islamic Studies, Usmanu Danfodiyo University, 

Sokoto, on 17/3/2017 
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After upgrading, the next thing to do is to maintain the centres. Advisably, 

Bauchi State Ministry of education, Ministry of religious affairs, Department of 

Islamic Studies of Bauchi State University, Bauchi Higher Institutions of 

Learning, Bauchi Emirate Council, Emirate councils of the flag bearing areas 

in Bauchi State and private individuals in Bauchi State need to collaborate to 

work on sustaining the system to the development. 

The modern world admit changes even the students/Almajiri of such centres are 

now subjoin their traditional learning, where they enrolled in some formal 

schools to attain western education type, the idea to upgrading will easily  be 

acceptable to the proprietors of traditional Tsangaya/Allo centres of learning in 

Bauchi. Some traditional Muslim Qur’anic scholars in Bauchi seem ready to 

embrace such development. 

 

SOME PROBLEMS FACING TRADITIONAL QUR’ANIC CENTRES 

OF LEARNING 

The following are some common problems associated with the traditional 

Qur’anic learning centers (Tsangaya/Allo) that need to be addresses. 

1. Lack of recognition 

2. Lack of funding and source of incomes 

3. Lack of opportunities for the Student of the system in the state 

4. Inferiority complex of products of the system 

5. Curricula problems 

6. Welfare problems,14 

7. Lack of State and local governments full intervention 

8. The absence of Bauchi Traditional Rulers’ financial support to the 

learning centres. 

9. Lack of concern from the public in the Bauchi and its emirates. 

 

TSANGAYA/ALMAJIRI SYSTEM; THE UPGRADE AND 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTS IN BAUCHI STATE 

Upgrading here refers to an overhaul or developing of the present Almajiri/Allo 

school system of leaning to imbibe some modern techniques whereas 

 
14 Ibid, p. 7-11 
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maintenance refers to keeping the upgraded system functioning and evaluating 

the system from time to time as required. 

There is a need for innovating or borrowing of some methodologies from 

modern school system, which can be applied to traditional Islamic system of 

learning such as Tsangaya/Allo schools. This should be done by experts who 

are knowledgeable in those areas of discipline in modern system of education, 

as well as being very conversant with the traditional Tsangaya/Allo system of 

learning. The traditional system of teaching and learning needs extra care in the 

process of the upgrade so as not to lose some important components of the 

system. After the upgrade, steps must be taken to co-opt it with the National 

system, given relevant recognitions to both the process, grading through 

certification of the newly upgraded traditional Qur’anic centers. Maintenance 

of such upgraded traditional centers in Bauchi State can effectively be done 

through collaboration with the following bodies; 

1. Modern and Traditional Scholars of the area 

2. Government 

3. Non-Governmental Organizations 

4. Society/community 

 

STEPS TO BE TAKEN TO UPGRADE AND MAINTAIN 

TRADITIONAL CENTRES OF LEARNING IN BAUCHI STATE 

Upgrading of traditional Qur’anic leaning centres known as Tsangaya/Allo 

school should be a cautious and gradual process. The paper identified some key 

factors that need to be addressed in the upgrading and maintenance of traditional 

Qur’anic learning centers.  The researcher observed that: 

- Solely, the researcher opines that for the upgrade to be meaningful, it has to 

be spearheaded by the government. 

- In addition, it should have general acceptability and must conform to 

modern systems of running an institution of learning and have the right 

structures in place amongst others. These key factors includes;- 

- creation of formal curriculum for the traditional learning centers 

- recognition of the Tsangaya/Allo system of learning 

- classification of attainment and certification 

- feeding as it is taken place at governments primary schools 
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ALARAMMAS/ALMAJIRI’S BUSINESS CAREER AND THE 

PROFESSION; CONTRIBUTIONS AND IMPACT 

Begging (Bara) is not among the source of Almajiri ways of earning and 

sustenance, the careless of some community members and the government 

welfare restrictions affected some of Almajiris which lead some of them to 

begging per say . Every sensible Northerner knows that Almajiri have for a long 

time engaged in depending on the following business and profession, these 

include: 

1. Hand Sewing of caps, Kwado da linzami (cloth design) 

2. Farming 

3. Shoe shiner 

4. Yankan farce 

5. Hand writing of complete Qur’an (a very important academic activities) 

6. House maid assistance (by small Almajiris) 

7. Some local businesses in their localities among others 

 

By these ways some have became rich, even most of our marketers in groceries, 

provisions, selling yards, baby boutique to mention but a few are Almajiris. By 

these we can believe that they have some certain role in the development of 

different aspects of life educationally, religiously, economically, socially and 

intellectually. 

Government at different level should reinforce them and support them to be 

fully developed in order to stop begging (Bara) habit? through some ways of 

modern sciences and technologies and provide them with vocational machines 

which may prepare them acquire some  special skills so as to minimize the rate 

of beggars (not even Almajiri), people with high expectations or relying always 

on government and attach specialists and observers to monitor it. 

 

Suggestions and Recommendation 

The following are recommendations by this research to the afore-mentioned 

bodies, i.e., Modern and Traditional Scholars, Government, Non Governmental 

Organizations and The Society; towards reviving and maintenance of 

Tsangaya/Allo centres of learning. Iguda outlined some possible ways in which 

Tsangaya/Allo system of education can be assisted and revived. The suggestions 

he mentioned are also suitable to be applied in maintaining the traditional 

centers of learning (Tsangaya/Allo school), through government intervention to 
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support the enthusiasm of the Muslim Qur’anic scholars to uplift the standard 

of the Centres. This is because they occupied a notable position in the society 

in helping to minimize the level of illiteracy within the society, by giving some 

among vulnerable and poor/rural people a direction and rehabilitating them to 

goodness. He mentioned that: 

Government parastatals such as Universal Basic Education 

(UBE), National Teachers Institute (N.T.I.) Education Trust 

Fund (ETF), Tertiary Education Trust Fund (TETFUND) and 

Boards for Arabic and Islamic studies (BAIS) from states like: 

Jigawa, Sokoto, Kebbi, Zamfara, Katsina and Bauchi should 

intervene and be fully committed in rendering contributions to 

them15. 

 

The following was suggested as a recommended by the 

researcher, thus: 

● The State governments should establish a commission purposely for 

traditional Tsangaya/Allo school. 

● Government should advisably co opt experts who have relevant 

qualification to be assigned as overseer to such centres/schools 

● The emirates in which the Qur’anic scholars lived and or living should 

collaborate with modern Muslim scholars who have classical experience 

to acquire more advice to go with modern days. 

● State Government should take active role in supervising the activities of 

traditional Qur’anic schools in the areas by giving them any possible re-

enforcement and continue to assist Alarammas (with even mega amount 

of salary or allowances) in Tsangaya/Allo school. 

● Alarammas and their students should be allowed to attend Qur’anic 

competition based on their type and system of learning which can be 

monitored by the higher learned scholars belong to the system or 

introduce Qur’anic writing competition for such types of products, based 

on government and experts regulations. 

 
15 S. Iguda K/Nasarawa, Tsarin Tsangayun Al-kur’ani, a arewacin Nijeria, tarihinsu da 

zamantakewarsu da hanyoyin rayuwarsu, Islamic Foundation Bookshop, K.mata Kano, 2006, p. 157-

158. 
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● Such scholars and their endeavors need careful recognition, they should 

not be neglected because they are helping government in engaging in 

war again illiteracy 

● The successors of such traditional Tsangaya/Allo schools especially 

those working in higher institutions should bring awareness to those who 

were left behind. 

● Tsangaya owners should be equalized in welfare given to citizens, to 

enable them have self depend or give them reimbursement based on 

qualification/grade related to the field of study according to what 

government design for them. 

● Students at tsangaya and classical Islamic schools were not among 

children out of school if the system will be improve and upgrade 

 

CONCLUSION: 

The Tsangaya/Classical Qur’anic Scholars deserves government intervention at 

various levels, to motivate them, for they have right to earn the assistance at 

national and state levels in order to avoid begging (bara) activities in the 

system, more especially now that Federal government provided a board for 

Islamic and Arabic studies. Tsangaya/Allo schools system is a vast educational 

program that revives Muslims children at some areas, thus; the proprietors 

deserved all the necessary supports from the communities, governmental and 

non-governmental organizations. Initially some scholars have a farm in which 

they generate their food as well as local self manufacture business. By doing so, 

the Tsangaya/Allo schools would be properly developed and preserved as well 

as doing away with artificial begging activities. 

WALHAMDULILLAH. 
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